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Magazine
Roundup
by Lori Cameron
create a new information-processing technology that could
go beyond Moore’s law.” Some
of these new frontiers will
include neural networks.

IEEE Annals of the
History of Computing

T

he IEEE Computer Society’s lineup of 13
peer-reviewed technical
magazines covers cutting-edge
topics ranging from software
design and computer graphics
to Internet computing and security, from scientific applications
and machine intelligence to
cloud migration and microchip
design. Here are highlights from
recent issues.

Computer
Torturing the Silicon: Stick
With CMOS Technology or
Try Something Else?
Now that Moore’s law is grinding down, researchers are
4
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looking for the kind of revolutionary innovation that will
go far beyond the incremental advances in semiconductor technology that have been
made over the past 40 years.
Christof Teuscher of Portland
State University—who authored
“The Weird, the Small, and the
Uncontrollable: Redefining the
Frontiers of Computing” from
Computer magazine’s August
2017 issue—believes developers need to stop “torturing the silicon to do what we
want” and find a better way. He
writes, “One solution path is to
use an innovative combination
of novel devices, computational
paradigms, and architectures to

Child Exploitation:
How Detectives and
Algorithm Engineers
Partner to Catch Predators
and Rescue Kids
Computer forensics experts have
developed algorithms that scour
the Internet for images and video
of child sexual assault so they
can help build a case against the
perpetrators, find missing children, and remove the images and
videos from the Internet. Mitali
Thakor of Northwestern University, looks at forensic science as
it relates to child exploitation and
reminds us that “the detection
and removal of child pornography online is a vexing process,
weighted with moral urgency.”
Read more in the April–June
2017 issue of IEEE Annals.

Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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IEEE Internet Computing
Datacenters Are Seeing Green
The largest datacenters can consume 100 MW of energy—equal to
the power consumption of 10,000
US households. As modern computing workloads, storage, and
processing continue to grow at
an unprecedented rate, datacenter operators continually search
for more energy-efficient designs.
However, operators closely guard
their designs to give themselves
a competitive advantage. Fortunately, the Massachusetts Green
High-Performance Computing Center opened its doors to researchers so that they can study the
energy-efficiency of the sprawling
90,000-square-foot facility. The
center uses key advances in cooling and power distribution such
as evaporative cooling towers that
take advantage of relatively low
outdoor air temperatures; spinning
flywheels for energy storage; and
high-voltage, low-current power
networks to reduce transformer
losses. Read more about the
design and operation of the green
datacenter in the July/August 2017
issue of IEEE Internet Computing.

IEEE Cloud Computing
Stopping Cybercrime and
Pursuing Criminals
With sensors and devices everywhere, cybercriminals have a rich
environment in which to steal personal information, wreak havoc
on business operations, engage in
malicious attacks, stalk people, or
even abuse and exploit children.
Companies are fighting back using
www.computer.org/computingedge

a two-pronged approach. First,
computer scientists must close
loopholes that leave individuals
and organizations vulnerable. Second, forensics experts must collect
evidence and relentlessly pursue criminal investigations to put
cybercriminals away. Furthermore,
they must do this while simultaneously protecting individual privacy. It’s a tall order. Read more
about the future of cloud forensics
in the May/June 2017 issue of IEEE
Cloud Computing.

IEEE Computer Graphics
and Applications
A Multibillion-Dollar Industry
Ups Its Game
With profits topping $91 billion
worldwide last year, the world of
gaming technology is reinventing
gameplay experience. Researchers
are studying the latest innovations
in user-interface technology to see
which features provide the most
satisfying, realistic user experience. They conducted a study with
50 participants (38 males and 12
females), of varying ages and gaming expertise, playing a variety of
popular games including Hustle
Kings, Pain, The Fight, and Tumble.
Their findings were that combining
three significant features provides
the most immersive and engaging experience: stereoscopic 3D
visuals, head tracking, and handgesture interfaces. The increased
physicality and realism these features bring to gaming allow players to face off against zombies,
monsters, enemy soldiers, and
athletes or explore places they’ve
never been. Learn more about these

gaming developments in the May/
June 2017 issue of IEEE Computer
Graphics and Applications.

IEEE Intelligent Systems
How to Use Amazon and
Twitter to Fine-Tune Your
Advertising Campaign
Any effective ad campaign must
target the right audiences and say
the right things. Typically, marketers mine social media and product
reviews, track geographical locations, and monitor the purchase
histories of consumers to fine-tune
their advertising. The problem is
that, while companies may be told
what consumers like, they aren’t told
why. Mauro Dragoni, a researcher
at Fondazione Bruno Kessler, in his
article “A Three-Phase Approach
for Exploiting Opinion Mining in
Computational Advertising” from
the May/June 2017 issue of IEEE
Intelligent Systems, describes a system that mines Amazon’s highly
detailed reviews for the product
features people mention most.
The system also determines users’
opinions about the features and utilizes the information to create effective advertising tweets that can be
posted quickly to the timelines of
the most suitable audiences. Dragoni’s system was able to boost user
engagement more than 12 percent
when its messages hit Twitter
timelines.

IEEE Software
Testing in Safety-Critical
Software Systems
The failure of computing systems
can cause frustration at the very
5
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least or, in some cases, economic
loss. But the breakdown of systems designed for use in health
monitoring or transportation can
cause severe injury or even death.
Jane Cleland-Huang, professor of
software engineering at the University of Notre Dame, proposes
an agile approach to developing safety-critical systems that
includes brainstorming and analyzing safety failures, testing the
system thoroughly, and creating a
detailed record that connects each
safety failure to every measure
taken to fix it. Read more about
testing and fixing safety-critical
systems in the July/August 2017
issue of IEEE Software.

Computing in Science &
Engineering
Equitable Computer Science
Education for People with
Learning Disabilities
An unprecedented effort is underway to expand learning opportunities in elementary- and high-school
computer-science education, especially among females and minorities. However, those with specific
learning disabilities and related
attention-deficit disorders are
often overlooked. As the number
of computer-science education initiatives increases, teachers need
guidance to make computing more
accessible for students who learn
differently. Sarah Wille and Jeanne
Century of Outlier Research and
Evaluation, and Miriam Pike of the
Wolcott School in Chicago report
on the first phase of a US National
Science Foundation–supported
study in “Exploratory Research
6
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to Expand Opportunities in Computer Science for Students with
Learning Differences” from the
May/June 2017 issue of Computing
in Science & Engineering.

IT Professional
Against All Odds:
The Development of Post-Cold
War Russian IT
Russian hackers and their alleged
meddling in modern elections
is only part of the history of Russian
information
technology.
Early Soviet Union isolation during the Cold War kept the country’s IT development limited to
the military and R&D institutions.
However, the country’s developers continued to pursue clever
software engineering approaches
and algorithms backed by a solid
focus on fundamental mathematics. The collapse of the Soviet
Union in the early 1990s and the
dot-com boom of the late 1990s
produced a pool of Russian software developers who provided
cheap outsourced labor to US
companies. However, the dot-com
bust and relative stabilization of
the Russian economy in the early
2000s allowed the country’s developers to turn their attention to
companies back home. Although
the history of Soviet IT is marked
by a lag in hardware development,
IT infrastructure, and legislation,
it’s also characterized by a welleducated population and creative,
one-of-a-kind IT projects. Read
more about this in “The Russian Reversal: From Developed to
Emerging IT” from the May/June
2017 issue of IT Pro.

IEEE Micro
Energy-Interference-Free
Debugger
Energy-harvesting devices are one
giant step closer to providing simpler, greener technology. They
derive power from solar, thermal,
wind, and kinetic energy without
all the messy wires and batteries.
However, software runs best in
uninterrupted, continuously powered systems, while energy-harvesting devices experience frequent
power failures and interruptions.
The constant cycle of charging
and discharging makes the interruptions—and the resulting program errors—unavoidable. These
errors must be debugged, but conventional debuggers don’t work
because they interfere with the target’s power supply. In response,
researchers have proposed the
Energy-Interference-Free Debugger,
a tool that can debug while monitoring and manipulating the target’s
energy level without permitting significant current to flow between the
debugger and the target. Read more
about this system in “An EnergyAware Debugger for Intermittently
Powered Systems,” from the May/
June 2017 issue of IEEE Micro.

IEEE Security & Privacy
Legal Challenges to Auditing
Elections
George Washington University
computer science professor Poorvi
Vora once said, “Brush your teeth.
Eat your spinach. Audit your elections.” This is the prevailing wisdom among researchers who were
disappointed that the 2016 US
October 2017

presidential election results were
not audited to confirm who won.
“Auditability, or verifiability, of
election outcomes is perhaps the
most important security requirement for voting systems,” write
authors Ronald L. Rivest of MIT
and Philip B. Stark of the University of California, Berkeley. Read
more about the challenges faced by
researchers in creating reliable voting systems in the May/June 2017
issue of IEEE Security & Privacy.

IEEE Pervasive
Computing
Using Electrical-MuscleStimulation technology in
Gaming
Researchers are developing a haptics system based on electrical-muscle stimulation (EMS) that will allow
gamers to feel and interact with
objects and people in a virtual environment. Because EMS electrodes

are small and lightweight, the technology lends itself well to wearables
and very realistic full-body experiences. In their IEEE Pervasive Computing article “Immense Power in
a Tiny Package: Wearables Based
on Electrical Muscle Stimulation,”
Pedro Lopes and Patrick Baudisch
of the Hasso Plattner Institute note
that “EMS-based systems entail a
kind of human augmentation that
is both invisible and well integrated
with the user.” These EMS-based
systems can also help people learn
physical tasks and recover mobility
after an injury.

than in the past. With this in mind,
University of Oldenburg professor
of media informatics and multimedia systems Susanne Boll decided
to “attend” a conference in Denver remotely by using a BeamPro
telepresence robot to interact with
other attendees. Her experience
showed some of the benefits and
the drawbacks to using a robot in a
conference environment. Read more
about Boll’s experience in “Multi
media at CHI: Telepresence at Work
for Remote Conference Participation,” from the July–September 2017
issue of IEEE MultiMedia.

IEEE MultiMedia

Computing Now

Telepresence Robots at
Conferences
With recent US restrictions on
international travel, high airfares,
and recent airline scandals involving passengers, many people
might be less interested in flying

The Computing Now website
(computingnow.computer.org) features up-to-the-minute computing
news and blogs, along with articles ranging from peer-reviewed
research to opinion pieces by
industry leaders.

Subscribe today!
IEEE Computer Society’s newest magazine
tackles the emerging technology
of cloud computing.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Cybersecurity’s Many Facets

S

oftware, hardware, and networking
approaches are constantly changing, but
one aspect of computing stays the same:
the need for security. This ComputingEdge issue
focuses on the many different cybersecurity
approaches, as well as the ways they can be used.
Smart electronic devices are a major target for
attacks by cybercriminals. IEEE Internet Computing’s “You Let That In?” discusses this issue, as
well as potential mitigation measures.
Computing technologies are changing many
aspects of our lives, and this creates ethical issues
that we must deal with, according to “Ethics in
Information Security,” from IEEE Security & Privacy.
A key benefit of connecting edge and cloud
computing is the ability to achieve high throughput, scalability, mobility support, real-time processing, and data persistency. IEEE Cloud Computing’s
“Challenges of Connecting Edge and Cloud Computing: A Security and Forensic Perspective” looks
at this from a cybersecurity point of view.
Web-app developers often face challenges in
using the many available security-testing frameworks because of the frameworks’ complexity and
the lack of proper documentation. To help practitioners avoid this problem, the authors of “Web
App Security: A Comparison and Categorization
of Testing Frameworks,” from IEEE Software, used
27 criteria to classify and describe 26 frameworks.
The way we develop software has changed
radically in the past few years, so we must track

8
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these changes to ensure that software-security
approaches remain relevant, according to Computer’s “Six Tech Trends Impacting Software
Security.”
“The Right to Digital Self-Defense,” from IEEE
Security & Privacy, presents cyber-self-defense
approaches, as well as arguments for and against
allowing victimized organizations to launch
counterattacks.
Article on topics other than cybersecurity
include:
•

•

•

IEEE Micro’s “Is Moore’s Law Slowing Down?
What’s Next?” looks at the current state of
Moore’s law, potential solutions to the slowdown in chip-performance improvement,
and the importance of continued technology
innovation.
The detection and removal of child pornography online has become increasingly digital and
automated. The author of “How to Look: Apprehension, Forensic Craft, and the Classification
of Child Exploitation Images,” from IEEE Annals
of the History of Computing, examines some of
the approaches involved in this process.
Computing in Science & Engineering’s “The Exascale Computing Project” discusses a partnership between the US Department of Energy’s
Office of Science and the US National Nuclear
Security Administration designed to transform
and advance high-performance computing.

Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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You Let That In?
Hilarie Orman • Purple Streak

T

he “things” in the Internet of Things (IoT)
can get personal. They can be in your home,
your car, and your body. They can make
your living and working space smart, and they
can be dangerous to your health, safety, and liberty. Clever electronic designers make more and
more pervasive things that communicate, command, and control. Is our future a brave new
world or a dystopian nightmare? Who decides?
The history of the Internet shows that industry treats security as something that might be
added later should the product garner a market
base and in response to customer demand. The IoT
for the home market is following that pathway,
but the disturbing difference is that new products
are more numerous and invasive than previous
disruptive products. Beyond that, there’s no limit
to the range of things that will be connected to
the Internet. When the Internet was young, with
fewer than 10,000 connected computers, the system’s vulnerability was demonstrated by the Morris Worm.1 To this day, malware attacks based on
similar technology are a part of daily Internet life.
Conservative estimates predict 25 billion Internetconnected sensors by 2020. It’s unlikely that this
horde will be protected by strong security.
Security experts are spooked about the dangers of IoT2 and have recommended that the US
federal government regulate the field to ensure
that standard cybersecurity measures are part
of the new devices. However, the current administration looks askance at new regulations, and
even if they were to act, it would take some years
to stop the current onslaught of an insecure IoT.
We will be left to our own devices for cybersecurity protection for the immediate future.
Let’s step back and look at the risks and what
the educated consumer can do about mitigation.
Perhaps there’s a way to get the magic of the
pervasive little things with minimal risk to our
safety, security, and privacy.
may/june 2017
2469-7087/17/$33.00 © 2017 IEEE

The Range of Devices

What are the small devices with wireless capabilities? They run a huge gamut, and almost everything about our environment can be sensed and
reported by one or more IoT device. They vary in
capabilities and they pose a variety of challenging threat models.
One of the earliest and most popular mainstream items has been embraced by athletes
at all levels. On-the-wrist devices for measuring activity rates are almost de rigueur for the
weekend warrior.
Many homeowners invest in surveillance cameras. Sometimes the objective is to collect evidence in the event of a break-in, malfeasance by
employees or family members, or sometimes to
watch the antics of pets while home alone (though,
in my experience, pets spend the bulk of their time
alone simply waiting for their owner to return).
The cameras are easy to install, and the video is
usually available over the Internet. Sometimes it’s
locally recorded as well.
But this is only the beginning. There are light
bulbs with wireless control, voice-activated door
and window locks and alarm systems, alwayson voice-activated shopping apps, smart thermostats, smartphone-controlled appliances, and
systems that learn your temperature setting
preferences and adjust your heating and cooling
systems automatically. One weirdly disturbing
device is the smart plate that purports to recognize what’s on your plate and to analyze the
caloric content of the meal, warning you if you
seem to be serving yourself too much.3
The modern car knows all its vital statistics,
where it is, and how fast it’s going. That data can be
collected, analyzed, and used by the manufacturer
to diagnose or warn about mechanical problems or
to help the owner use the car more efficiently. With
an Internet connection, the data can be shared in
ways the manufacturer determines.

1089-7801/17/$33.00 © 2017 Ieee
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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There are an increasing number of
devices for the human body. Those
that simply monitor vital functions
are useful for the exercise-minded, but
medical technology is rapidly incorporating CPUs and wireless communication and control into heart devices and
infusion pumps. The opportunities
for real-time insight into heart function or internal chemical balance is an
alluring goal for improving lives.4
The human brain is the ultimate
hackerspace. Although the invasive
brain devices for controlling prostheses
or enabling low-resolution vision require
highly trained medical personnel for
installation, the hobbyist today can buy
kits for noninvasive brain signal sensing
devices (see openbci.com). Thousands of
people are in the brain-computer interface hobbyist community, and future
cellphones might be able to do away
with voice recognition and simply “listen” to the user’s brain.

The Range of Concerns

With this increasing range of devices
comes an increasing range of concerns, starting with privacy and continuing onward to potential legal risks
More devices in your personal space
mean that more of your personal life
is at risk of exposure, and your personal responsibility for overseeing
those devices and making sure they
don’t harm others also increases. Even
devices meant to increase personal
security can be harmful.

Privacy, Privacy, Privacy
To me, the most unnerving feature of
the home IoT devices is their enthusiasm for throwing the owners’s personal data out into the Internet fog. Of
course, it’s often not just the owner,
but the owner’s family, guests, employees, and pets that are potentially subject
to reporting. Be it a car, a television, or
a smart refrigerator, the device might
be disclosing more information to more
people than the consumer realizes.
Many Internet-connected commercial devices for the home have an
100
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implied trust relationship with the
manufacturer or other third parties. The data, be it sensor readings
or audio or video, might be subject
to storage on a webserver managed
by a web service provider and owned
by a cloud service provider. The data
might be shared with other parties
with whom the manufacturer has a
business relationship. The advantages
to the consumer are that the data
are more readily available for sharing or viewing from multiple devices,
the results of third-party analysis
can provide insights for better management of daily activities or home
energy consumption, and the software designer can get feedback that
results in improvements in features
and stability. What’s not to like?
The problem with remote access
and third-party management and
sharing is that it poses huge privacy
risks. The information about how far
you ran, where you were, the calories
you ate, your heart rate, what you
watch on TV, and the video of your
cat might wind up on a public website
or in the hands of unnamed parties
favored by the device manufacturer.
Although disclosure of such sharing is required by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the
regulation is difficult to enforce, as
shown by a recent slap-on-the-wrist
issued to TV manufacturer Vizio.5
Secretive third parties might be the
least of the problems. Easy installation
is an important aspect of consumer
products, but security is usually at
odds with ease. The devices are often
pathetically easy to hack. The surveillance video might be being watched
by would-be thieves. Perhaps they can
watch you setting the security code for
the smart alarm system, and perhaps
they then watch you leave the house.
Perhaps they can turn the system on
and off, overriding your own instructions. Or maybe your refrigerator could
give away your email password.6 In the
world of IoT, the personal can become
public with distressing ease.

Devices that listen for voice commands are particularly problematic
when they’re connected to Internet
services. The Amazon Echo with voice
recognition service is always ready
to take commands for controlling
any nearby compatible smart devices
(a sort of high-tech clapper) or make
online purchases or summon an Uber
car. It hears all, but is only supposed to
forward the audio under limited,
well-understood circumstances. Without carefully monitoring outgoing
Internet packets, the consumer can’t
be sure about this asser tion, and
indeed, legal authorities have raised
questions about it.7

Malfunction and Damage
It’s wonderful to control household
devices from a phone; that phone might
even observe your preferences over the
course of several days and automatically create a customized control schedule. But controlling refrigerators, heating
systems, coffee makers, and other 120volt devices might be dangerous to your
home if those devices are connected to
the Internet. Anyone who gains administrative access to the devices would
have the potential to run them too often,
perhaps causing a fire hazard, or turning off power and letting food rot in an
otherwise smart refrigerator.
Voice-activated devices have turned
out to be indiscriminate in who they’ll
take commands from. A voice emanating from a television or speaker phone
can wake them up, and from there,
commands for controlling the house
could wreak havoc. The house locks
might be opened or the car started, for
example. Because some smart locks
have voice technology, homeowners
rely on them for controls while they’re
at home, but in some cases a loud voice
from outside has the same effect.
The ability to hack computer controls on cars remotely has been established in years past,8 but self-driving
cars offer a whole new world of opportunities for abuse. Without tight security controls, we might see a new form
Ieee InTeRneT COmPuTInG
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of joyriding, in which hackers from
anywhere on Earth can find and drive
cars over the objections of their hapless
passengers. Idle cars might be taken
over and used to create massive traffic
jams, perhaps impeding law enforcement and enabling crime sprees.
Even the lowly lightbulb, when
imbued with smartness, is subject to
remote attack. Researchers demonstrated that they could control the
lights in an office building by flying a
drone equipped with a radio communications device near the windows.9
Hackers might have the ability to
cause widespread blackouts if there’s
no access control on the lightbulbs.
But if malfunctions of cars, door
locks, refrigerators, and light bulbs
aren’t unnerving, certainly the hackable heart should be a universal
wake-up call. The FDA has issued
warnings about implantable cardiac devices and infusion pumps10
that have underpowered security
protections. Those devices could be
accessed over a computer network by
unauthorized users, and that access
gives the user complete control over
the device. Although there are guidelines for medical device security,
manufacturers, like all cutting-edge
tech developers, often ignore them.

Increased Internet Attack Surface
Having billions of small, specialized
devices connected to the Internet
might seem like a problem only for the
device owners, but it turns out that
the Internet itself could be the victim
of its own success in this area. As was
pointed out in last year’s congressional hearing,2 poorly secured home
devices have been harnessed to conduct large-scale distributed denialof-ser vice attacks against crucial
points of Internet infrastructure. For
years, security experts have lamented
the destructive power of botnets from
tens or hundreds of thousands of PCs;
the IoT raises the specter of a factor of
a million more devices participating
in coordinated attacks.
may/june 2017
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Legal Risks
The consumer might be a victim of his
own devices if they malfunction, but
he could also suffer if those devices
are used to testify against him. When
welcoming a new device, we might
well review the advice attributed to
the Twitter feed of Olivia Nuzzi of
The Daily Beast: “dance like no one is
watching; email like it may one day
be read aloud in a deposition.” Just as
your cellphone might be used to implicate you in a crime, your home devices
might be recording your conversations, and those might be the subject
of a future subpoena.7 Avoid talking to
the IoT; it’s not your best buddy.

Trying to Be Safe in the IoT

As informed consumers and managers
of our home networks, we have to be
aware of the security configurations
of each of our devices. This quickly
gets to be a nuisance, and each new,
attractive, time-saving, intelligent
device comes with a security cost.
As with any Internet-connected
device, make sure that you change the
default passwords immediately. Failure to do this is probably the mostexploited loophole for home devices.
If the device has remote management
capability, you should probably disable it unless you have some special
need to configure it from afar. Record
the device’s media access control
(MAC) address and default passwords.
Although devices used to come with
a universally known initial password
such as “admin,” more and more have
unique passwords that are printed on
the box or a device label. Record the
new passwords in a safe place.
When the device connects to
your WiFi network, login to the WiFi
router and make sure that the new
MAC address shows up. There are so
many WiFi networks in densely populated areas that it’s entirely possible
that your new device has connected
to a neighbor’s network, where it
could be compromised before being
returned to your home network.

Although the ability to automatically connect new devices or guest’s
devices to a WiFi network is a great
convenience, it’s also a point of great
vulnerability. Besides having a good
password for your WiFi router, consider
applying more stringent access controls
based on MAC addresses. Visitors to
the house might be surprised to learn
that their settings include that obscure
information, and is easily accessed and
can be added to the router’s access control list with a few minutes of effort.
Routers usually have a list of active
connections, and if the new device is
opening connections to unexpected
destinations, you might need to do
some investigation of its traffic. Using a
network utility like tcpdump, the home
network administrator can look into
the packet traffic from new devices. If
the message payloads aren’t encrypted,
the devices are missing fundamental
security technology and could leak
personal data to the world at large.
Many devices use radio communication for local commands, and the
smartphone is becoming the nexus for
control. All of the aforementioned precautions apply to smartphone traffic
after installing a new app for managing an IoT device. Where’s the monitored data from the device going? Does
it stay on the phone or is it uploaded to a
remote server? Is the remote site on any
lists of compromised or criminal sites?
A distressing fact of electronic life
is that nothing lasts forever, and you
might find that after carefully configuring all your devices, your phone
or router undergoes catastrophic failure and must be replaced. You might
need to reapply all your security
measures, repair devices, and record
MAC addresses all over again. Consumer demand for self-configuring
security remains low, and the burden
is inherited by the paranoid expert.

W

ill shaky security and complicated trust relationships always
be part of the IoT ecosystem? From a
11
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basic technology viewpoint, authentication and encryption should be
part of any but the most energystarved IoT devices. For example,
there are providers of IoT certificates11 in the market today, and there
are many ciphers that are fast and
use little energy. Nonetheless, integrating certificate-based authentication into the management of home
networks with potentially hundreds
of small devices scattered about will
remain a challenge for some time to
come.
The call for regulation, should it
fall on sympathetic ears, might result
in uniform standards for new devices,
and that could pave the way for better
security management systems. This is
only a small part of the overall security picture, but it would help ensure
greater privacy for home systems and
greater safety for automobile and medical systems. This must be addressed
before we’re overtaken by the Internet
of implantables.
Until that time, there’s another
way to tackle IoT. The small devices
don’t need complicated software, and
they’re intellectually accessible to
anyone with an elementary programming background. This makes IoT a
fertile ground for the open source
community. Indeed, there are a plethora of open source projects and kits
with the electronic components.12
A popular platform for IoT control
stations can be found in the Raspberry
Pi computer running Linux. The small
form factor and low price make it the
machine of choice for many hobbyists.
It’s not difficult to build a video surveillance device, an intercom, or a motionactivated alarm system from open
source software and a small computer.
The advantage of an open source
DIY system is the opportunity to
examine the security components
and to augment or replace it with customized software. If the owner bases
his access control on Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), then that can be added to
the software. If the monitored data’s
102
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destination is a cloud-based storage
and analysis system, then owners
have the assurance that the data are
transmitted and stored with strong
encryption and no crypto backdoors.
Before rushing to adopt an open
source solution, though, look carefully about what that means. There
are many proprietary systems that
prov ide an open source A PI for
some of their functions, but the
service itself might be costly. The
other downsides of commercial services might be present as well: data
sharing with third parties, targeted
advertising, and cooperation with
law enforcement investigations.
The billions of IoT devices will
probably transform our relationship
with the physical world and the way
we live and behave in the future. History shows us that security will lag
far behind adoption, and we’ll have to
deal with those consequences when
they arrive. At present, we must keep
questioning the security risks of consumer devices and mitigating them
where we can. Sometimes it might be
best to operate a new toy as a dumb
device or even return it to the store.
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Ethics in Information Security

O

ur society is undergoing pervasive digitalization. It’s not an understatement
to say that every facet of human endeavor is
being profoundly changed by computing and
digital technologies. Naturally, such sweeping changes also bring forth ethical issues that
computing professionals must deal with. But
are they equipped to deal with them?
Ethical concerns in computing are widely
recognized. For example, the recent upsurge
in the popularity of applying machine learning techniques to various problems has raised
several ethical questions. Biases inherent in
training data can render these systems unfair
in their decisions (for example, basing hiring decisions on factors, such as distance
from workplace, that correlate closely with
past performance might also inadvertently
correlate with other factors like race1). Identifying such sources of unfairness and making machine learning systems accountable
are active research topics. Similarly, the rise
of autonomous systems has led to questions
such as how to deal with the moral aspects of
autonomous decision making and how societies can respond to people whose professions
might be rendered obsolete by the deployment of such systems.
The information security profession
is grappling with its own share of ethical
considerations. Among them are privacy
concerns about large-scale data collection, the use of end-to-end cryptography in
communication systems, wiretapping and
large-scale surveillance, and the practice
of weaponizing software vulnerabilities as
“offensive security.”
The latter issue was brought forth in dramatic fashion in early March of this year
when WikiLeaks published a collection of
documents called Vault 7, which consisted of
numerous vulnerabilities in popular software
platforms like Android and iOS that could be
used to compromise end systems based on
these platforms.2 That national intelligence
agencies use such vulnerabilities as offensive
weapons didn’t surprise anyone except the
popular press. But the WikiLeaks revelation
2469-7087/17/$33.00 © 2017 IEEE
1540-7993/17/$33.00 © 2017 IEEE

led to a flurry of discussion on the ethics of
how vulnerabilities should be handled.
Over the years, the information security
community has developed best practices for
dealing with vulnerabilities. Timely “responsible disclosure” of vulnerabilities to affected
vendors is a cornerstone of such practices.
Using vulnerabilities for offense is at odds with
responsible disclosure. As George Danezis, a
well-known information security expert and
professor at University College London, put it,
“government ‘Cyber’ doctrine [not only] corrupts directly this practice, by hoarding security bugs and feeding an industry that does not
contribute to collective computer security, but
it also corrupts the process indirectly.”3
However, when a government intelligence
agency finds a new vulnerability, deciding
when to disclose it to the vendors concerned
is complex. As another well-known expert and
academic, Matt Blaze from the University of
Pennsylvania, pointed out, on the one hand, an
adversary might rediscover the same vulnerability and use it against innocent people and institutions, which calls for immediate disclosure
leading to a timely fix. On the other hand, the
same vulnerability can help intelligence agencies thwart adversaries from harming innocent
people, which is the rationale to delay disclosure. Blaze reasoned that this decision should
be informed by the likelihood of the vulnerability’s rediscovery but concluded that, despite
several studies, there’s insufficient understanding of factors that affect how frequently a vulnerability is likely to be rediscovered.4
This brings us back to our original question:
Do information security professionals have the
right knowledge, tools, and practices to make
judgment calls when confronted with such
complex ethical issues? Guidelines for computing ethics have existed for decades. For example, the IEEE Computer Society and ACM
published a code of ethics for software engineers back in 1999.5 The ACM Code of Ethics
and Professional Conduct was introduced in
1992 and is currently being revised (ethics.acm.
org). But to what extent do such codes reach
practitioners and inform their work? There
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are certainly efforts in this direction.
For example, program committees
of top information security conferences routinely look for a discussion
on “ethical considerations” in submitted research papers dealing with
privacy-sensitive data or vulnerabilities in deployed products. They frequently grapple with the dilemma of
requiring authors to reveal datasets in
the interest of reproducible research
without compromising the privacy of
the people whose data was collected.
Awareness of ethical considerations
needs to be fostered systematically at
all levels of the profession.
Ethical concerns in information
security can’t be simply outsourced
to philosophers and ethicists,
because such considerations will
inevitably inform the very nature
of our work as information security
professionals. For example, several
researchers are developing techniques that allow privacy-preserving
training and prediction mechanisms
for systems based on machine learning. Similarly, as Matt Blaze pointed
out, active research is needed to
understand the dynamics of vulnerability rediscovery.4
Should undergraduate (or even
graduate) computer science curricula
require exposure to ethics in computing? Where is the right place to
add this to the curriculum, given the
limited instructional time available?
Should university computer science
departments host computing ethicists among their ranks? What are the
ethical limits of computer scientists

Erratum
In “Practical Evaluation of Internet Systems’ Security
Mechanisms,” (P. Lubomski and H. Krawczyk, vol. 15,
no. 1, 2017), there was an error in the equation that appeared on page 38. The equation should read:

STL =

14

4

nZ + nL × 0.6 + nM × 0.3 + nH × 0.1
nT
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working for intelligence agencies on
finding vulnerabilities and developing attacks that use them?

V

ault 7 had a silver lining: the
focus on amassing weaponized vulnerabilities to attack end
systems suggests that the increasing
adoption of end-to-end encryption
by a wide variety of messaging applications has been successful! Passive
wiretapping is likely to be much less
effective today than it was only a few
years ago. Intelligence services are
now forced to attack the endpoints,
rather than the cryptography.
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A GIVEN SENSOR NETWORK1 CONSISTS OF
TINY SENSING DEVICES DEPLOYED WITHIN
AN AREA OF INTEREST, SUCH AS A FOREST,
WITHIN A BUILDING OR ALONG A MOTORWAY, TO MEASURE CERTAIN ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS, SUCH AS TEMPERATURE,
HUMIDITY, VIBRATIONS, POLLUTION AND
SO ON. Such devices are typically only capable of
computing simple tasks on the collected data, such
as simple aggregation and filtering operations, and
sending the collected information to base stations
using short-range wireless communications. These
base stations are more powerful computing devices,
with a rechargeable battery and a stable wired connection to a centralized remote server in charge of
collecting all data, performing complex analytics,
and presenting the results using visualization (see
Figure 1).
One could also leverage cloud computing to
achieve faster and energy-efficient communications
between sensing devices and the base stations, with
a longer range. For example, processing, storage,
and analysis of the sensing data can be securely
outsourced to the cloud. In addition, the increasing
miniaturization of hardware has allowed these tiny
devices to perform more than just sensing, such as
presenting themselves as a service (i.e. device as a
service). Such an evolution (see Figure 1) where the
cloud has a central role in the overall infrastructure for data processing, storage, and analysis, as
well as visualization is also known as Internet of
Things (IoT).2 Building a content gathering and
processing network from distributed devices based
on clouds presents a series of challenges, such as
those relating to reliable content gathering, unreliable and heterogeneous sources, fast data delivery,
real-time scheduling, cross-domain security, and
cost efficiency.
A key benefit of connecting edge and cloud computing is the capability to achieve high-throughput
under high concurrent accesses, mobility support,
real-time processing guarantees, and data persistency. For example, the elastic provisioning and storage
capabilities provided by cloud computing allow us to
cope with scalability, persistency and reliability requirements and to adapt the infrastructure capacity
to the exacting needs based on the amount of generated data.
2469-7087/17/$33.00 © 2017 IEEE
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FIGURE 1. (a) Traditional WSN architecture. (b) IoT-based architecture.

Fog Computing: Connecting Edge Sensing
and Cloud Computing
IoT-based infrastructures have a wide range of applications, spanning from small-size application for
smart appliance and patient monitoring to large16
14
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scale settings, such as smart cities and smart nations. In a typical real-world deployment, the size of
these sensing networks is significant, both in terms
of interconnected devices and the volume of data to
be processed and stored. Thus, there has been an
increased focus on IoT and big data analytics research.3 It is also generally accepted that the centralized processing architecture, such as Figure 1,
is inadequate to deal with the scale of existing and
emerging IoT infrastructures in smart cities and
smart nations.
While federating clouds can provide increased
storage and computing capabilities; one recent
trend is fog computing.4 In fog computing, a set of
devices is placed in between the sensing devices
and the cloud.5 As illustrated in Figure 2, the edge
of the IoT and cloud computing is interleaved by
an intermediary level, with devices that aggregate
data acquired and sent to the cloud. It has been
suggested that architectures based on fog computing can improve the performance of IoT deployment (e.g. in terms of reduced response time, and
reduced energy consumption).6,7 In this paper, we
use the nano-datacenters (NaDa)8 as a case study
in order to reduce energy usage. For example, it
was reported that using NaDa to support Videoon-Demand (VoD) application could result in a
savings of 20% energy usage, as compared to using
classic centralized datacenters9. Kurniawan, Febiansyah, and Kwon extended the NaDa model10 to
form a hybrid content data network model. Specifically, the authors combined the cloud and NaDa
to create a system designed to achieve a greater
energy usage reduction for VoD users. Fundamentally, in edge computing, services are hosted on
gateways, managed by internet service providers
(ISPs) and small servers located close to the users
in a network, building a distributed architecture.
The NaDa model is one of several examples of the
current disruptive trend of placing at the edge of
the network complex tasks that were traditionally
“network centric”.

Fog Computing Risks
The use of wireless communications to interconnect
the nodes (see Figure 2) can result in the system
being vulnerable to jamming, sniffer, and other
kinds of attacks.11,12 Such problems have been widely
October 2017
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investigated within the context of ad-hoc networks
and WSN, and solutions include using encrypted
communications or channel-based authentication.
In fog computing, however, the exchange of data
is significant, in terms of volume and veracity, and
traditional network-level security enforcement
is unlikely to be adequate due to its demanding
energy usage. Hence, designing effective lightweight
solutions is a topic of ongoing interest.13
Similar to cloud computing, in fog computing, data and their processing are outsourced to the
nodes, making such data vulnerable to a potentially wider array of threats. Due to the nature of fog
computing deployment, there is a higher possibility that data sent to/through resource-constrained
nodes to be compromised (e.g. due to lack of security measures on these nodes), resulting in information leakage and other malicious exploitation of the
outsourced data and/or the results of the outsourced
computations. Solutions proposed for cloud computing, such as data integrity schemes, searchable/
homomorphic encryption, and auditable data storage, may find limited application in fog computing
due to the high data and task migration among fog
nodes and the cloud.14-18 Such a migration occurs
also within the cloud, but in a protected environment. In a fog platform, such a migration occurs
along wireless networks in an un-protected context.
This results in more potential for attackers to conduct Man-in-the-Middle attacks targeting events
during data and task migration. For example, it is
possible to have compromised and camouflaged
fog nodes seeking to intersect data and tasks that
users outsource with the aims of exfiltrating valuable information or injecting false data within the
infrastructure.
Another key security method to protect a cloud
infrastructure from external attacks is access
control.19,20 However, as fog nodes do not belong
to a single administrative domain, it is possible
that nodes do not even belong to an administrative
authority. In addition to the potential of having
conflicting access control policies, owners of fog
nodes would likely need to propagate their access
control policies through some third-parties trusted
nodes. Such a delegation model can potentially be
abused by an adversary (e.g. highjack the policies and
use them to facilitate attacks against fog nodes).
www.computer.org/computingedge
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FIGURE 2. Fog computing: Connecting edge and cloud.

Legal Developments
There are also considerable concerns relating
to data protection and personal privacy in a fog
computing deployment. For example, as pointed
out in a previous issue of this column21, the
European Parliament and Council has established
a working party to study data protection issues due
to IoT (http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/
article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/
files/2014/wp223_en.pdf), to jointly protect the
privacy rights of the individual without limiting the
potential benefits offered by IoT.
A solution identified by the working party is to
let users have complete control of their personal
data and requiring organizations to rely on consent as a basis when implementing privacy and
data protection in their products and services. The
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
(http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/data
-protection-reform/data-protection-regulation/),
issued by the European Parliament on 24 May, 2016
and expected to be applied by all state members
from 25 May, 2018, provides a legal framework. Specifically, it tightens existing legal requirements by
requiring data controllers to demonstrate that consent from individuals with respect to their personal
I EEE CLO U D CO M P U T I N G
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data have been obtained. In other words, individuals
must have expressed a clear affirmative act of consent to IoT and/or other service providers.
In addition to regulating issue relating to
consent, GDPR introduced the right to be forgotten,
and portability rights when personal data across the
EU boundaries are outsourced to the cloud. The
second aspect relates to data breaches, where GDPR
requires IoT and other service providers to implement
a general mandatory notification regime in the event
of personal data breaches, and to adequately identify
and respond to these security breaches.
So, what is the best course of action from now
to the time that GDPR is in force?
IoT and related service providers should
• review their current systems with respect to
data privacy to identify possible issues,
• delete data that is not necessary and may
represent only a potential risk,
• appoint a data protection officer (or outsource it
to a third party), and
• plan the implementation of technical, organizational, and policy solutions for privacy.

WE POSIT THAT FOG COMPUTING MAY
EASE THE CHALLENGES OF ENFORCING
THE PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUALS’ PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION RIGHTS. For
example, in a cloud environment a key privacy challenge is the lack of user control on data outsourced to
public clouds. In fog computing, however, the more
powerful processing machines are located closer to
the user. Hence, personal data is pushed locally to
fog nodes that can be controlled directly by the user,
while the public clouds or the further nodes only receive aggregated values that are less of a privacy risk
to an individual’s privacy rights. Such fog nodes can
enforce the individual privacy rights and consent indication according to the Service Level Agreements,
which detail the standard or expectations required in
mutual data exchanges and processing between endusers’ IoT devices and fog nodes.
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Six Tech Trends
Impacting Software
Security
Gary McGraw, Synopsys

The past few years have seen radical shifts in
the way software is developed, in terms of both
process and the technology stack. We must
actively track these changes to ensure that
software security solutions remain relevant.

S

oftware security has become a serious discipline
right under our noses. By my estimate, the commercial software security marketplace, including both tools and professional services, weighs
in at around $4 billion or more.
My own fi rm is typical of industry growth over the
years. Cofounded by Jeff Payne and Jeff Voas in 1992 as
Reliable Software Technologies and renamed Cigital in
2000, the company originally consisted of only seven
software experts. By 2015, Cigital had more than 400 employees. Acquired by Synopsys in November 2016, Cigital
is now part of a division with more than 1,000 consultants
working full time on software security.
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Technology, of course, changes—
and it changes fast. In the past few
years, we’ve experienced radical
shifts in the way software is developed, in terms of both process (CI/CD
anyone?) and the technology stack
(JavaScript über alles!). As scientists
and practitioners, we must actively
track these changes so that software
security solutions remain relevant.
In this short article, I’ll briefly
touch on six major technical trends
that are directly affecting software
security.

MORE AND FASTER
CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION

Continuous integration and continuous development (CI/
CD) is all the rage today. Taking agile software development to the next level, CI/CD tightens release cycles to
days or sometimes hours. Practitioners sometimes refer
to this as DevOps—the idea being that development and
operations blur together under so much speed. When
software moves that fast, it’s hard to take a deliberate, methodical approach to testing, security, and quality. In fact,
all of the software “ilities” get dragged along in the CI/CD
slipstream whether they like it or not.
CI/CD is especially prevalent among US West Coast
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fi rms developing software that lives
on or leverages the web. Working on
a new app or IoT product? You can bet
it’ll incorporate cloud technologies,
dynamic languages, stateless protocols, and CI/CD. (It’ll also create a huge
data pile that’ll be very attractive to
hackers, but more on that later.)
The challenge for software security—
code review, penetration testing, and
the like—is that good security analysis
of the traditional sort takes time. Do
you wait until build time to scan your
code for known bugs? How long does
such scanning take? What if a new
build is released every hour? The bottom line is that if security lags, then security loses. We must “automate all the
things!” as the meme goes. And that
includes security analysis.
CI/CD approaches to quality assurance and testing must include security testing, especially testing based
on misuse and abuse cases that can
be directly integrated into the constantly running regression test suit.
Testing must be fast, observability
must be high, and everything must
work in the cloud. Are you counting
on an API out there to fi nish your
project? How do you test that? Throw
in security, and the mountain of challenges gets a lot steeper.
A subset of software security gurus
now preach the so-called SecDevOps
gospel of speed and automation. In
general, this is a good thing and an
appropriate reaction to CI/CD and
DevOps. But tribal knowledge of software security is weak, and we already
see evidence of critical software security practices being left behind: fewer
developers are doing threat modeling
and architecture risk analysis, and
most of those who are lack proper
training.
Guess what? If you ignore half the
problem (design), your systems are
going to be vulnerable in ways that
can be incredibly hard to fi x later.
www.computer.org/computingedge

An automated software security system that spits out dynamic black box
testing with a pinch of code review is
doable—we’ve built several—but one
that corrects architecture flaws is a
pipe dream.

SECURITY ANALYSIS NOW
PLAYS WELL WITH THE
CLOUD

Despite occasional nose-lengthening
claims by its adherents, the cloud has
transformed, Pinocchio-like, into a
real boy. Developers are migrating to
this vast new watering hole in large,
dusty herds. This means traditional
build-integration and hardcore dataflow analysis (with all software components present) isn’t going to be fast
enough. We can’t simply abandon all
the progress we’ve made in static analysis over the past 10 years, but we also
need some lightweight solutions.
New approaches make some aspects of code review faster and easier.
The obvious goal is to integrate these
approaches into the CI/CD process,
which can be accomplished through
technical breakthroughs in JavaScript
security analysis. Fortunately, despite
developers’ affi nity for the “language
du jour,” mapping to JavaScript is almost ubiquitous.
This constitutes a sea change in
software security analysis, and one
that is well underway.

SOFTWARE IS IN EVERYTHING

Predicted for years, the Internet of
Things (IoT) is fi nally here—with a
vengeance. Consequently, software
is now in everything, from consumer
electronic devices to chemical-plant
process control systems to the power
grid. Does your home’s thermostat
need software to work? No, but it now
contains much software anyway. How
about your car? Millions of lines of
code. Your TV? It uses software to blab
to its manufacturer (and apparently

the CIA) about what you’re watching
(and saying). Getting a new medical
implant? It probably has lots of software too.
Ransomware has already hit the
IoT, and connected devices are being
co-opted into botnets. What’s next—
people dying because of embedded
software? (To those of us in the know,
killing people would be nothing new for
software; it’s just likely to become much
more prevalent. Maybe life insurance
companies will offer a Skynet rider.)
Before we rush to cram software
into everything, we must consider security and privacy. Either build security in, or expect not to have any.

DYNAMIC LANGUAGES
ARE CHANGING THE
DEVELOPMENT LANDSCAPE

Software containers are a shiny new
component in the technology stack
that can be helpful for security if used
correctly. AngularJS, Node.js, and
meteorJS are just a few of the many
JavaScript framework flavors out there
in dev land.
The new client-side web (which can
also be serverless) pushes the computational burden way out to the network
edge. But when the edge computes, it
also becomes a target for software security exploits. What languages need
is security analysis capability that is
faster, scalable, dynamic, and cloud
based. We can’t just give up when our
old-school approaches to automated
secure code review break down; we
must replace them.
Meanwhile, data are piling up
every where. Everything connected to
the Internet produces data, and classifying it all is no easy task. Is it OK for
your TV to track what you watch and
send that information back to central
services? The FTC seems to think so.
What about your location data, diligently monitored by your Android
phone? Oh, you turned that off ? Sure
M AY 2 0 1 7
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you did, right up until you needed to
use Google Maps to plot a route.
Security system features are already leveraging these data. Modern
authentication and authorization systems use lots of factors in often surprising ways, and really modern systems care about context: what you’re
allowed to do depends not only on who
you are but on how carefully your “who
I am” binding has been vetted. Is DNA
the next factor? Highly likely—bad
guys have already replicated fi ngerprints from social media images.
The real power comes from unifying disparate data into one big database. That’s when things get spooky.
Privacy barriers will fall away horrifically for consumers and awesomely
for vendors. You can believe these
conditions won’t spawn new attacks
if you also believe we can build
crypto backdoors that only good guys
can use.

AI AND MACHINE LEARNING
DEBUT IN SECURITY

Big data aren’t really that scary compared to what today’s computers can
do with some old-fashioned machine
learning. I get a kick out of the hype
around “deep learning,” which is

really just a new name for an idea I
wrote about 25 years ago. Computers
are way faster, storage is way cheaper,
and we have way more data to work
with, but the technical approach is
the same.
When big data meet machine learning, we get some seriously alarming
results. Teach a chatbot to use racist
words? Unfortunately for Microsoft,
that took about 24 hours last year. An
AI-driven attack bot? Coming soon to a
network near you. Alexa ordering you
some cold medicine because it heard
you sniffle? Maybe. You actually might
need a hacker in the family because
the pie drawer in the refrigerator won’t
open when the camera built into the
door and the scale built into the floor
trip a red flag with your health insurance provider.
Interestingly, the dusty old AI literature still yields some nuggets.
Google “catastrophic forgetting neural networks,” put on your attackerperspective glasses, and sit back and
enjoy the ride.

At the beginning of this article I
mentioned how big the field of software security has become. This is
something I’m very proud of, because
I’ve been involved from the very beginning. But with big growth comes a big
challenge—those leading the charge
in many software security initiatives
today are newbs. Oh, they’re smart all
right, but they might not be leveraging all of the lessons we grizzled old
veterans have learned over the years.
As just one example, Jerome Saltzer
anticipated the architecture/design
blind spot in SecDevOps way back in
1973, and, with Michael Schroeder, has
since updated his observations (www
.cs.virginia.edu/~evans/cs551/saltzer).
We can blame the education system
for part of this, but for now we’ll have
to repeat ourselves. We’ll also have
to continue to measure results. If you
want to know what’s going on in software security as applied in the real
world today, take a look at the Building
Security in Maturity Model (BSIMM;
www.bsimm.com).

MORE SOFTWARE SECURITY
LEADERS ARE NEWBS

T

The fi nal trend I’ll mention here is one
of our most important challenges.

Looking for the BEST
Tech Job for You?
Come to the Computer Society Jobs Board to
meet the best employers in the industry—Apple,
Google, Intel, NSA, Cisco, US Army Research,
Oracle, Juniper...

here are certainly more than six
technical trends impacting software security, including blockchain technology, smart contracts,
mobile app security at the machinecode level, virtual reality and gaming
as an IT security management interface, open source promulgation, the
security skills shortage, and device
convergence and unification. Software
security has come far since the turn of
the century, but clearly we still have a
way to go.

Take advantage of the special resources for
job seekers—job alerts, career advice, webinars,

This series of in-depth interviews with prominent
security experts features Gary McGraw as anchor.
IEEE Security & Privacy magazine publishes excerpts
of
the 20-minute conversations in article format each issue.
www.computer.org/jobs

templates, and resumes viewed by top employers.

www.computer.org/silverbullet
*Also available at iTunes
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Web App Security
A Comparison and Categorization
of Testing Frameworks
Satish M. Srinivasan and Raghvinder S. Sangwan

CONCOMITANT WITH the demand for
web apps that provide convenient access to information and services, a dramatic rise has occurred in vulnerabilities that inevitably put web app users at
risk.1 To mitigate these vulnerabilities,
software security practices recommend
testing. However, web app developers often face challenges in using the
many available security-testing frameworks, owing to those frameworks’
inherent complexity and the lack of
proper documentation. No up-to-date
criteria exist that can help practitioners
and organizations select an appropriate framework. Consequently, numerous vulnerabilities go undetected in the
fi nal product, creating a potential for
major attacks.
To help practitioners select the right
framework, we classified 26 frameworks, using 27 criteria.

Classification Criteria
We systematically assembled the criteria from sources including “Web Security Testing Approaches: Comparison
Framework,”2 “Automatic Testing of
Program Security Vulnerabilities,”3 and
the available documentation for each
framework. Five criteria were particularly significant:
2469-7087/17/$33.00
0 7 4 0 - 7 4 5 9 / 1 7 /©
$ 32017
3 . 0 0IEEE
© 2017 IEEE

• the types of attacks a framework
covers;
• its testing approach (black box,
white box, or both);
• whether it’s fully automated, semiautomated, or manual;
• whether it supports penetration testing for PCI (Payment Card Industry)
compliance; and
• whether it mitigates false positives.
We also wanted to know
• the language in which a framework
was developed;
• whether a framework was open
source;
• whether it was platform independent; and
• whether it supported testing
of web apps, mobile apps, and
services.
Once we established our criteria,
we assembled a tidy dataset containing the 26 security frameworks categorized along these dimensions for further analysis. All the frameworks we
analyzed had data for at least 19 of the
criteria. Owing to space limitations,
we discuss the five most signifi cant criteria next.
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The top 10 web app security-testing frameworks.*
Testing
approach

Functional
nature

Penetration testing
for Payment Card
Industry compliance

Mitigates
false
positives

Framework

Attacks covered

OWASP
Enterprise
Security API

•
•
•
•
•

Injection
Broken authentication and session management
Cross-site scripting (XSS)
Insecure direct object references
Cross-site request forgery (CSRF)

N/A

Automated

Yes

Yes

Python–
Django-based
framework

•
•
•
•

Injection
XSS
CSRF
Clickjacking

Black box
and white
box

Automated

Yes

Yes

w3af

•
•
•
•

Injection
Broken authentication and session management
XSS
Security misconfiguration

Black box

Automated and
manual

Yes

Yes

Hdiv

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Injection
Broken authentication and session management
XSS
Insecure direct object references
Security misconfiguration
Sensitive data exposure
Missing function level access control
CSRF
Using components with known vulnerabilities
Unvalidated redirects and forwards

Black box
and white
box

Automated

No

No

Spring
Security

•
•
•
•
•
•

Broken authentication and session management
Missing function level access control
CSRF
Clickjacking
Authorization
Session fixation

Black box
and white
box

Semiautomated

Yes

Yes

Samurai
Web Testing
Framework

•
•
•
•
•

Injection
XSS
Security misconfiguration
Remote file inclusion
Other common vulnerabilities

Black box

Automated

Yes

No

SPIKE Proxy

• Injection
• XSS
• Directory traversal

N/A

Automated

Yes

No

Yii

•
•
•
•
•

Injection
Broken authentication and session management
XSS
CSRF
Authorization

Black box
and white
box

Semiautomated
with the help
of Gii

No

N/A

JBoss or
JBossSX

• Broken authentication and session management
• Authorization

Black box
and white
box

Automated

Yes

N/A

YSO Mobile
Security
Framework

• Detect insecure permissions and configurations
• Detect insecure code

Black box
and white
box

Automated

Yes

N/A

* N/A indicates that no data was available.
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The Framework Landscape
Using the Apriori algorithm, we performed association-rule mining on the
14 frameworks that covered at least
three of the top 10 attacks identified
by OWASP (Open Web Application
Security Project).4 Using a minimum
support of 0.65 and confidence of 0.5,
we inferred rules that led to three observations. First, when a framework
addresses authentication, it also addresses authorization. Second, when
a framework addresses insecure direct
object references, it also addresses authorization. Finally, frameworks that
specifically address authorization are
less likely to address cross-site request
forgery (CSRF).
The first observation is straightforward because authentication and
authorization go hand in hand. The
second observation makes sense because attackers can exploit insecure
direct object references to bypass the
authorization mechanism to access
resources in a system that otherwise
wouldn’t be accessible. The third
observation was surprising because
CSRF occurs when no proper authorization checks are in place. This
observation might suggest that authorization mechanisms still aren’t
mature enough to handle CSRF,
which is a new breed of attack and
comes in many flavors.
To uncover these attacks, seven
frameworks use black-box testing,
three use white-box testing, and 10
use both. Seventeen frameworks are
fully automated, six are semiautomatic, and three are manual. Only
12 frameworks support penetration
testing. Only four could mitigate
false positives: OWASP Enterprise
Security API, the Python–Djangobased framework, Spring Security,
and w3af.
On the basis of the five criteria,
we determined the top 10 framewww.computer.org/computingedge

FIGURE 1. The Tableau output for a user query for a list of suitable Java, PHP, or
Python-based testing frameworks that cover attacks including injection, cross-site
scripting, insecure direct object references, and cross-site request forgery. The results
indicate that the best framework would be Hdiv.

works. Table 1 shows the results; it
lists both the attacks in the OWASP
top-10 list and other types of attacks. The more types of attacks a
framework covers, the better it is.
If two frameworks cover the same
number of attack types, the framework that covers attacks higher
on the OWASP top-10 list is better. Frameworks that provide both
black-box and white-box testing
received more weight in our ranking. Similarly, frameworks that uncover attacks automatically, support
penetration testing, and mitigate
false positives are better than those
that lack any of those features. A
framework’s lack of sufficient documentation or guidance regarding a criterion counted against that
framework. All the frameworks except one (the Python–Django-based
framework) are open source.

Using the Dataset
Our dataset is publically available
at https://sites.google.com/site/psu
webframeworksteam /to-dos/web
securityappframework. We’re working on two interfaces for it. One of
them, which is already available, lets
expert users add information on existing or new frameworks. Before we

add this information to the dataset,
it goes through a formal review to
ensure its integrity.
The other interface, which is under development, will let users query
our dataset to retrieve information
about frameworks to aid their decision making. Users will also be
able to visualize the results. For instance, Figure 1 shows the output for
a query to obtain a list of suitable
Java, PHP, or Python-based frameworks that cover attacks including
injection, cross-site scripting, insecure direct object references, and
CSRF. The results indicate that the
best framework would be Hdiv.

R

ecent breaches have compromised personal medical
and financial data and sensitive government and political information, making cybersecurity threats
a serious issue. Security can no longer be an afterthought but a quality
that must be proactively designed
into systems. Our dataset is a step in
this direction, helping to aggregate
and maintain current information on
web security-testing frameworks and
providing a valuable service to those
interested in using these frameworks
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The Right to Digital Self-Defense
Bryan Reinicke | Rochester Institute of Technology
Jeffrey Cummings and Howard Kleinberg | University of North Carolina Wilmington

M

any countries have laws
allowing citizens some
degree of self-defense.1 Thus, if someone breaks into your home, you have
the right to defend your property and
family. If someone attempts to rob
you on the street, you have the right
to fight back, again, in defense of your
person and property. So, the question
arises, should this right extend to the
digital world? If someone breaks into
your computer—tries to steal your
data or trade secrets—do you have
the right to the digital equivalent of
a baseball bat next to the front door?

Legal Underpinnings

The right to self-defense is legally
well established, dating back well
28
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over 1,000 years. It’s a touchstone
for many international relations theories and for political theory in the
western world. Indeed, the idea that
people must be free of threat in their
homes is laid out in article 12 of the
United Nations’ “Universal Declaration of Human Rights.”1 These laws
and theories recognize that security
is required for society to function.
Although these laws are well
established in the physical world, it’s
unclear how they translate to security in today’s digital world. A recent
study estimates that cybercrime
costs companies an average of $7.7
million per year, and significantly
more for larger organizations.2 The
same study noted that cybercrime
Published by the IEEE Computer Society 
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is also increasing year after year.
In fact, the total cost is likely more
than $1 trillion per year.3
In response to such attacks, companies and governments deploy
various defensive measures, including firewalls, intrusion detection
systems, and antivirus programs.
However, these exclusively defensive measures aren’t working. One
need only look at the increase in
successful cyberattacks to realize
this. The problem partly lies in our
conceptualization of cybersecurity and cybercrime. If someone
physically breaks into a building,
the building’s security guards are
within their legal rights (and contractual obligations) to detain that
person to prevent the theft. Even if
there were no guards in the building, an alarm could summon the
police to arrest the thieves. Once
apprehended, the thieves could be
prosecuted and made to pay for
their crime.
The original thinking for cybercrime was much the same. Cybercrime would be investigated and
prosecuted like any other theft.
However, this approach has a basic
logical flaw: to physically break into
a building, the offender must be
physically present; there’s no such
requirement for cybercrime.

A Shift from Defense
to Offense

The fact that offenders can be anywhere in the world makes it significantly more difficult, if not
2469-7087/17/$33.00 © 2017 IEEE

1540-7993/17/$33.00 © 2017 IEEE

impossible, for law enforcement
to prosecute cybercriminals. This
detail hasn’t escaped cybercriminals’ attention, which, combined
with the decreasing cost of hacking
tools, leaves us in a dangerous situation. Normally, the threat of being
fined or jailed for bad behavior discourages that behavior. However,
when there are no consequences for
bad behavior, there’s minimal incentive to behave. To borrow a term
from international relations, this
creates an offense-dominant situation.
That is, the advantage in cyberspace
is firmly with the attacker,
and against the defender.
Under the current cybersecurity paradigm, firms
will spend more and
more on defensive measures while gaining nothing.4 Given this situation,
what can be done?
To help answer this question,
we turn to the field of international
relations, which offers theories on
the interplay between actors.
Traditionally, international relations theories described nation-states’
actions as they vied for power,
because they were the only entities
capable of doing so. In the Internet
age, any organization or group of
individuals can pose a valid threat.
Mustering a botnet army is significantly easier and cheaper than mustering a traditional army. Also, the
Internet removes one of the key barriers that has defined international
relations: distance. Suddenly, every
organization and nation is proximal to every other organization and
nation. Being in cyberspace doesn’t
change basic human nature. So, the
same theories that have guided and
explained interactions between
nations for many years can be usefully referenced here.
Concepts found in the international relations theory of classical
realism provide useful guidance.5
In classical realism, groups pursue
their own interests, and as they do
www.computer.org/computingedge

www.computer.org/security

so, conflict between groups is inevitable. Furthermore, in situations in
which the offense has the advantage, conquests are easy and there’s
little stability in the system.5 This
reflects cyberspaces’ realities and
the Internet’s nature. There’s no single dominant force, nor a force that
can control the Internet.
Thus, in situations in which
groups on the offensive have the
advantage, and there’s no immediate hope for a single force to
emerge that can control the conflict, groups must fend for them-

Do you have the right to the
digital equivalent of a baseball
bat next to the front door?

selves. One could argue that it’s
the nation-state’s responsibility to
defend the nation and its citizens
from cyberattacks. In fact, there’s
a legal argument to be made that,
in international law, cyberattacks
constitute attacks in the traditional
sense.6,7 Although many of these
arguments deal with law at the
nation-state level, companies aren’t
immune from cyberattacks.
The legal arguments will continue for years. In the interim,
attacks will continue to increase.
Numerous government agencies
are working on various responses
as well. Again, these responses
will take years to work their way
through the system, and in the
interim, attacks will continue. This
is no longer something that IEEE,
as the world’s premier organization
of computing professionals, can sit
by and watch passively. It’s time for
us to take action.
Companies must approach
cybersecurity from a deterrence
perspective and ask: How can we
prevent further attacks instead of
simply trying to defend against

attacks? This will involve taking an
active role in cyber self-defense (or
offensive approaches)—using force
to protect themselves when faced
with danger by going beyond defensive measures, such as firewalls, and
implementing policies that include
attacking the attacker.

Approaching Cyber
Self-Defense

As mentioned, the problem is
determining who will spearhead
this movement. What’s needed is
a bottom-up approach to cyber
self-defense. The private
sector could likely generate faster and more effective solutions through
experimentation
with
existing measures, compared to waiting for
months, if not years, for
government agencies to
develop guidelines.8
In fact, several possible solutions have already been proposed.9
For example, rather than a firewall,
software could be put in place that
both blocks attacks and automatically retaliates in some way. Another
solution might be to incorporate
booby traps in software that trigger
a response under specific circumstances.10 For example, if certain
files were opened outside the company’s home network, or by a computer not connected to it via a VPN
connection, a booby trap could initiate deletion of the files or send a
signal to the home network that the
trap had been triggered. By experimenting with cyberoffense, companies could establish norms based
on successful execution that might
trickle up to government agencies wanting to implement cyber
self-defense guidelines or standards.
Companies could also retaliate
against hacking attacks. Whether
by inserting malicious software into
the attacker’s network or some other
method, the group being attacked
should be able to respond in kind.
29
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damage can be minimized is needed
before proceeding with offensive
approaches.
Finally, the issue of how to retaliate must be addressed. Unlike in
the physical world, attacks in the
digital world involve exploiting software vulnerabilities. Are companies
going to now focus on vulnerability
discovery? Will these vulnerabilities be hoarded and weaponized?
A recent malware attack, WannaCry, emphasizes this point: the
Counterarguments to
suspected hackers stole the vulnerCyber Self-Defense
ability from the NSA cache of digiArguments can be made against
tal vulnerabilities.15 As a result, new
cyber self-defense as well. The
first, and most noticeable, is the
legislation has been introduced (the
legal argument against self-defense
Protecting Our Ability to Counattacks (see US Code
ter Hacking Act of 2017,
Title 18, Section 1030:
or PATCH Act16) that
Fraud and Related ActivCompanies must approach cybersecurity would regulate how and
ity in Connection with
when federal agencies
from a deterrence perspective.
Computers11).
Obvidisclose attack vectors.
ously, the law would need
This new act will almost
to be changed to allow
certainly bring the debate
for self-defense activities.
to the forefront. We argue
Legal changes would also
that, as a community,
need to establish reporting require- some defensible standard.”14 In this computer professionals should be
ments for any company engaging respect, a retaliatory action is one involved in the discussion, rather
in such activity. This might actually that is perfectly defensible, so long than leaving it to the legislature.
encourage companies to report all as it’s carried out against anyone
manners of hacking attacks (which who attacks. Thus, one could argue Beginning the Discussion
is an issue currently being pressed that responding to an attack isn’t One might argue that allowing
at the national level), because they malicious behavior, even though the companies to pursue their own
would have the ability to respond— end result would be detrimental to self-defense remedies might result
rather than just report that they’d the attacking organization. Such an in “cowboy justice.” Training, polibeen attacked.
approach would require discussions cies, and procedures—possibly
Some might argue that this among the professional bodies.
through legislation or professional
could cause tension between govCollateral damage is another bodies—will need to be developed
ernments. However, we advocate issue that might arise from an offen- to prevent this. We think that a profor measures specific to cybercrime. sive approach. Attackers often use fessional organization in industry
Others might argue that govern- compromised systems of unwilling and academia would best suited for
ment agencies should handle such victims to launch their attacks (for this. IEEE might be the ideal place
cases. But evidence suggests that example, distributed denial of ser- to begin the conversation because
these agencies aren’t handling these vice). Naive retaliators might tar- its members are IT and security
cyberattacks. The current situation get the wrong system—that is, the experts and better understand the
is akin to telling people to leave their victim’s compromised system— area than the legislature does.
doors unlocked and call the police which, in turn, would exacerbate
A professional governing body
when their belongings are stolen. the problem by not actually attack- would allow for the licensing of
That’s not how security is handled ing the attacker. For this reason, we practitioners as well as for the abilin the physical world, nor how it argue that this type of retaliation ity to revoke those licenses should
should be handled by professionals it be required. This could be based
should be handled in cyberspace.
There are ethical concerns rather than the general public. Addi- on the models already in place for
regarding any call for retaliation to tional discussion of how collateral accountants and lawyers. Also, a
Allowing each company to develop
and deploy its own response would
be significantly more effective than
a unified response mandated by
regulation. After all, a single mandated response will be significantly
easier for attackers to avoid. By
using multiple approaches, companies could create a much more
difficult environment for cybercriminals to act in.
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attacks. Both IEEE and the Ethical Hacking Association’s ethical
conduct codes ban any malicious
behavior.12,13 The question is how
to approach the ethical issue at hand.
From a utilitarian ethical
approach, the “ethical action is the
one that provides the most good or
does the least harm.”14 Thus, a retaliation, or threat of retaliation, is one
that does the most good in preventing future attacks. Clearly, organizations and individuals would be better
off if there were fewer cyberattacks.
From a fairness utilitarian
approach, an ethical action is one
that “treats all human beings equally,
or, if unequally, then fairly, based on
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professional body could react more
quickly to changes than the legislature. However, current laws would
need to be amended, as the activities we’ve discussed would run afoul
of several US federal and state laws.

7.

T

his will be a messy process—
of that there’s little doubt.
Our goal is to begin a commentary.
The cybersecurity situation worsens every year, and simply building
higher walls won’t keep data safe.
It’s simply too easy to build a taller
ladder. By allowing organizations to
actively respond to cyberattacks—
to push a ladder off the wall—we
might finally see an increase in effective cybersecurity.

8.

9.
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From the Editor in Chief

Is Moore’s Law Slowing Down?
What’s Next?
Lieven Eeckhout
Ghent University

We are all familiar with Moore’s law,
which is named after Intel cofounder
Gordon Moore. He observed in
1965 that chip technology is advancing so fast that every year we can
fit twice as many transistors onto a
chip.1 In 1975, he adjusted the pace
of transistor doubling to every two
years.2
The chip industry has kept
Moore’s prediction alive, and microprocessor manufacturers such as
Intel, AMD, and IBM, to name a
few, have devised various microprocessor optimizations to turn the continual supply of extra transistors into
higher performance. This has had a
tremendous impact on the computer
industry and society at large. The
continual shrinking of transistors has
helped computers become increasingly powerful, leading to numerous
enhancements that have dramatically changed our daily lives. Think
about smartphones, powerful Internet services, and breakthroughs in
various scientific fields such as
weather and climate modeling, Al,
genetics, and drug design.
For many years, Moore’s law
went hand in hand with Dennard
scaling. Robert Dennard in 1974
observed that supply voltage and
current should be proportional to
the linear dimensions of a transistor.3
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As a result, as transistors shrank,
so did voltage and current, making power proportional to the area
of the transistor. In other words,
power density remained constant.
Conversely, we could operate the
transistors at higher frequencies at
the same power. Unfortunately, in
modern chip technologies we can no
longer scale supply voltage without
exponentially increasing leakage current. With the end of Dennard scaling, we observe that power density
increases.
The current state of Moore’s law
seems somewhat unclear. In 2016,
Intel announced that it is slowing
the pace with which it will launch
new chip technology nodes.4 The
gap between successive generations
of chips with new, smaller transistors will widen, as it is becoming
increasingly more difficult to miniaturize transistors in a cost-effective
way for production. Just recently,
Intel disclosed that, while it took
longer for the company to make the
leap, it has shrunk transistors for its
10-nanometer manufacturing at a
better-than-expected level, putting
Moore’s law back on track, as they
claim.5
Is Moore’s law dead? Is it slowing down? Is it resting? Or is it still
alive and well? The least one can say
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is that it seems reasonable to assume
that keeping up with Moore’s law
has become much harder than ever
before. And maybe at some point
companies will have to start pushing back next-generation transistor
technologies.
Is this going to affect our daily
lives? It doesn’t look like it will in
the short term for at least some
application domains. Many popular
and emerging applications including mobile and wearable devices
as well as medical implants do not
require powerful chips. In contrast,
power, energy, and cost efficiency
are key in that market segment.
Moreover, chip manufacturers for
the mobile space are generally a few
years behind in terms of shrinking
transistors and new manufacturing
technologies.
The answer may be (very) different at the opposite end of the
computing spectrum in the largescale datacenters and supercomputers that are crammed with the most
advanced microprocessors for optimum performance. Many recent
scientific breakthroughs hinge on
very complex long-running calculations on some of the world’s largest
and most powerful supercomputers. Many of the useful things that
mobile devices can do rest on the
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computational power of modernday datacenters.
One potential solution is to build
and integrate accelerators that are specialized for particular workloads. Various well-established companies and
start-ups are pursuing this road. Last
year, Google announced the Tensor
Processing Unit for accelerating neural network computations.6 Nvidia
released a new chip design called
Tesla P100 to accelerate AI and deep
learning applications.7 Microsoft’s
Catapult leverages field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs) in their datacenters to accelerate networking, security,
cloud services, and AI.8 Intel acquired
FPGA manufacturer Altera last year.9
In any case, it is crucial for our
society and industry that technology
continue to innovate. If supercomputers start slowing down, this could
have a tremendous long-term impact
on society. Slowed-down supercomputer performance is bad news for
research programs that rely on supercomputers, such as improved drug
design, development of new materials for batteries, and efforts to understand climate change. It is equally
bad news for big-data companies
such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and others that rely on powerful
datacenters to deliver online Internet
services to several hundreds of millions or even billions of customers.
Continuing progress of supercomputing beyond the scaling of
Moore’s law is likely to require a
comprehensive rethinking of technologies, ranging from innovative
materials and devices to circuits,
system architectures, programming
systems, system software, and applications. This special issue, entitled
“Architectures for the Post-Moore
Era,” includes six articles that provide a perspective on this important
issue, ranging from innovations in
technology all the way up to advances
in application development for better
scalability beyond Moore’s law.
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I want to wholeheartedly thank
the guest editors of this special issue,
Jeffrey S. Vetter (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), Erik P. DeBenedictis
(Sandia National Laboratories), and
Thomas M. Conte (Georgia Institute
of Technology). They have done an
excellent job selecting articles for this
special issue. Please read their guest
editorial for a detailed description of
the selected articles.
The Micro Economics column in
this issue is very much in line with
the theme of this issue. Shane Greenstein looks at the question of whether
economic growth will slow along with
Moore’s law. Finally, the Micro Law
column by Richard Stern continues
a three-part series on standardization
skullduggery. This column, part two,
focuses on Apple’s complaint against
Qualcomm.

W

ith that, I’d like to conclude
and wish you happy reading, as
always.
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How to Look: Apprehension, Forensic
Craft, and the Classification of Child
Exploitation Images
Mitali Thakor
Northwestern University

Editor: Bradley Fidler

The detection and removal of child pornography online
is a vexing process, weighted with moral urgency. In
recent years, this process has become increasingly digitally automated. In 2016, the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) reported that
they had reviewed over 500,000 image and video files
suspected to contain child pornography; and since
2002 they had reviewed an aggregate of 192 million
images in order to identify 12,500 child victims.1
NCMEC is a nonprofit that serves as the United States’
main clearinghouse for child exploitation content, and
works directly with federal and local law enforcement
to produce case files in criminal investigations of missing children, child abuse, and child exploitation
recorded for the intent of commercial distribution.
Under a 2008 bill,2 electronic communication service
providers such as Facebook and Microsoft are also mandated to report suspected child abuse images to
NCMEC. My research tracks how this legislation has
marked a turning point in the reporting and classification of child pornography and its bracketing under the
recent political movement against child trafficking. As
electronic media companies’ stake in exploitation cases
grows, corporate research teams have begun developing
tools to automatically detect images that might potentially contain nudity or child pornography. NCMEC
and law enforcement, similarly, have begun using software to match flagged images against databases of
known missing children or criminal records.
Historians of computing and software might notice
that the “new” technologies I am following have a
much older precedent, one that relies upon a different
sort of representational craft—forensic image sketching. Policing institutions have long maintained artists
on forensic teams to assist in producing composite
images through oral description, to do age progressions on missing persons, or to produce facial reconstructions based on postmortem skeletal remains. The
composite sketches produced of a victim or a suspected offender are the result of a collaborative and
discursive process between investigators, lab experts,
witnesses, and family members before becoming manifest through the artist’s pencil. The production of
a forensic sketch is thus a highly collectivized task,
one oriented toward the “apprehension” of a potential
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victim or offender. Apprehension implies the prospect
of arrest or rescue, and simultaneously the process of
making apparent through the crafting or procurement
of identifying data to build a corpus of evidence. I add
to this that in order to know what to detect one must
become knowledgeable about the object (e.g., data,
face, person) sought. I suggest we may view the work of
digital image forensics in child exploitation cases as
similarly heteromated,3 a practice of distributed cognition4 between computer vision algorithms and the
humans who interpret algorithmic outputs. The
notion of heteromation acknowledges the necessity of
human mediation in a technical process and suggests
the distributed nature of apprehension.
Over the past three decades, forensic investigations
have become increasingly specialized to fall under the
domain of technical personnel. Ericson and Shearing5
describe this process of professionalization as a
“scientification” of the police, with the division of
policing into public safety and criminal investigations.
While “street cops” devoted to public safety routinely
patrol areas, investigative police are trained to work
more acutely on long-term cases and to use forensic
technologies, from fingerprinting to DNA testing, to
obtain evidence and bolster claims in legal proceedings.
Scholars in social studies of science and technology
have documented the historical and cultural contexts
of reliance on technological methods in forensic investigation—especially the symbolic value afforded to
technological evidence and those who can wield it—in
a society that increasingly upholds the power of scientific truth and production.6 Historians of technology
have also described how representational devices—
technologies, practices, objects—have been made central to the structuring of scientific practice.7 The discourse around digital image forensics mirrors that of
DNA forensics, with a “belief in science and technology
as a way to attain the truth and effectiveness in criminal
investigation.”8 Forensic technologies have an “aura of
infallibility.”9 The marketing of image forensics and
classification software often touts its high accuracy and
low rate of false positive results; that it will attain a
speed and accuracy not possibly by human eye alone.
Many researchers working on image detection algorithms emphasize the possibility of a future where
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humans may not need to see child abuse
images for legal content review, and that it
might be entirely mechanized.
As I continue this fieldwork I ask historians of computing to consider the significance
of perception and corporeality in the practice
of using representational and classificatory
technologies. I note that detection technologies, whether forensic pencil sketches or facial
recognition algorithms, are only successfully
implemented through a collaborative and distributed process between multiple agencies.
These parties must come to adapt shared ways
of seeing with a common goal of apprehension and securing the rescue of a missing child
victim. Image detection software is used in
tandem with human content moderators to
sort and identify violent scenes and offenders
in order to find missing children.10 By
“violent scenes” I mean both the recordings
of child sexual assault made by perpetrators of
such abuse into “child pornography,” as well
as the sorting of such scenes into “data” for
technical detection and classification as evidence in legal prosecutions. By identifying
current and potential abuse, teams of software
designers and police must also become intimately knowledgeable about such violence,
making it reachable—making the “distant”
proximate. Corporeality takes on salient hues
in a digital space where bodies are imagined
and crafted in order to be sought by law
enforcement institutions. Ahmed has argued
that “rather than othering being simply a
form of negation, it can also be described as a
form of extension. The body extends its reach
by taking in that which is not it… .”11 Those
investigators who seek to locate and apprehend offenders must first become intimately
knowledgeable about abuse—bring close, in a
sense—before arresting and enacting punishment. Digital technologies perform this act of
extension—apprehending and making proximate violent others—by extending the corpus
of policing power in order to seek certain
bodies. To make these analyses, I find instructive the feminist scholarship on assessing how
scenes of violence and subjection are metaphorically packaged for political purposes,
especially the constitutive role12 of the depiction of harm to the feminized body in the
establishment of moralizing politics. The current political atmosphere around “antitrafficking” in the U.S. upholds a particular,
often racialized, vision of victimization and
offenders, and tends to emphasize prosecutorial and enforcement-heavy solutions over
more community-based and service-oriented
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alternatives to reducing instances of exploitation. The moralizing politics that produce
and maintain the anti-trafficking network
depend upon the production and circulation
of violent scenes; they maintain a “wounded
attachment”13 to the “injured body”14 of the
sexually exploited child. How do current software developments draw from, and recirculate, such conceptualizations of children and
offenders?
My research suggests that new algorithmic
developments fall under a broader phenomenon of expanded digital surveillance that
has become amplified by efforts to fight child
pornography and trafficking. Digital investigation trainings and data sharing between
police and technologists produce shared sensibilities of security and insecurity. Based on
my fieldwork, I argue that the movement for
child protection has evolved to strengthen
the reach of the carceral, policing and prosecuting, state. New digital experts entering
into anti-exploitation work (computer scientists, social media companies, digital forensics developers, and graphic designers) have
bolstered the child protection agenda traditionally held by law enforcement and antitrafficking activists; namely, that protection is
best achieved through punitive measures. By
following the historical trajectory of scientification within law enforcement, as well as current collaborative efforts, I trace how these
actors may embed punitive logic into the
investigative process through dual forms of
apprehension: image detection software for
identifying and locating abuse photos and
videos online, and the actual arrests of abusers
made possible through partnerships between
law enforcement and software companies.
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The Exascale Computing Project
Paul Messina | Argonne National Laboratory

E

xascale computing—computing capability that can
achieve at least a billion billion operations per second, 50 to 100 times more powerful than the nation’s fastest supercomputers in use today—is the
next waypoint in high-performance computing (HPC).
Achieving such speeds isn’t an easy task. To be useful to a
wide spectrum of applications, in addition to peak speed,
supercomputers need to have large memories and the ability
to store and read vast quantities of data at high speed. In
addition, the supercomputer must have a software environment that facilitates its efficient and productive use.
The value of exascale computing is primarily in the
applications that it will enable, which include national
security, fundamental science, industrial design, and health.

The Exascale Computing Project
The US Department of Energy (DOE) launched the Exascale Computing Project (ECP; https://exascaleproject.org/
2469-7087/17/$33.00 © 2017 IEEE
May/June 2017

exascale-computing-project) in 2016 as part of a coordinated
effort to achieve the next generation of HPC and to accelerate scientific discovery and economic competitiveness.
In addition to enabling traditional supercomputing applications at the exascale, the ECP seeks to contribute to the
emerging convergence of supercomputing, big data analytics, and machine learning across a wide variety of science
and engineering domains and disciplines to address problems of national significance and to help meet our national
security needs.
This seven-year project aims to advance all aspects of
the computing ecosystem: applications that require exascale
computing to tackle previously intractable problems, support
software that provides the bridge between applications and
hardware, and computer architectures and technologies that
will result in usable, reliable, and affordable exascale computers. The long-term benefit of the ECP’s approach will be a
thriving ecosystem of capable, US-based, exascale computing
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products and scientists and engineers with expertise
in using them.
The ECP is a collaboration among the nation’s
six premier computing labs (Argonne National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratories) with funding
from the DOE Office of Science (SC) and National
Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA). The
project is led by a collaborative national laboratory
staff: the current director of the ECP is from Argonne, the project office is at Oak Ridge, and the
technical leadership team is populated by staff from
the six core labs.
Background
Starting in 2007, the DOE sponsored numerous
workshops on exascale, some in collaboration with
other government agencies. The first dozen or so
focused on identifying the potential benefits of exascale computing (https://science.energy.gov/ascr/
community-resources/workshops-and-conferences/
grand-challenges). These were followed by workshops and studies on the technical challenges—
both hardware and software—in achieving exascale
capability (http://exascaleresearch.labworks.org/
ascrMar2011/ascr2011). A series of international
workshops developed a software road map for
exascale (www.exascale.org/mediawiki/images/
2/20/IESP-roadmap.pdf) and studies carried out
by the Advanced Scientific Computing Advisory
Committee (https://science.energy.gov/ascr/ascac)
identified opportunities and challenges of exascale
computing (https://science.energy.gov/~/media/
ascr/ascac/pdf/reports/Exascale_subcommittee_
report.pdf). Advancing from petascale to exascale
computing presents challenges that are much greater
than those that were surmounted in the transitions
from gigascale to petascale. For 40 years, each generation of computer circuits got smaller and faster
than the previous one. Around 2004, chips stopped
getting faster when thermal limitations put an end to
frequency scaling (also called Dennard scaling). The
only way to continue to increase performance was
to increase the number of processors, thus requiring
programming models and algorithms that can exploit massive parallelism: hundreds of millions of operations. Memory and storage—getting data in and
out of such systems—will require new approaches.
The large number of processors leads to reliability issues. Power requirements for exascale systems using
current technologies would be unacceptably high,
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hundreds of megawatts, hence the decision by the
DOE to create a project to achieve the exascale goal;
business as usual would not yield affordable and
usable exascale systems anytime soon.
The technological advances necessary to
achieve affordable and productive exascale computing will also yield important benefits to the
HPC ecosystem. Other nations grasp the value
of HPC for national and economic security and
have begun investing heavily in HPC systems and
in exascale computing. China has had the number
one system on the semiannual TOP500 list since
June 2013; it occupies the top two spots on the
current list. China is targeting deployment of at
least one exascale system by 2020; it has three potential exascale architectures under development
and will deploy their prototypes in 2017. Japan
and the European Commission have also launched
major programs to develop exascale computing
capabilities.
Here in the US, the ECP has organized its
technical activities into four focus areas: application development, software technology, hardware
technology, and exascale systems.
Application Development
The exascale application development effort targets
specific R&D activities and outcomes that address
critical DOE missions as well as applications with
broad societal and economic impact. For selected
critical problems in DOE science, energy, and national security mission space and other federal agency
mission space, this focus area funds and manages
application software teams to create or enhance
the predictive capability of relevant applications
through targeted development of requirementsbased models, algorithms, and methods, as well as
integration of appropriate software and hardware
co-design methodologies.
Currently, 25 applications projects have been
launched, covering topics ranging from cosmology to combustion to wind energy to precision
medicine for cancer treatment, all of which require exascale computing capability. Each application has identified a “challenge problem” that
the team will tackle once the first exascale systems are deployed. These application teams are
complemented by five co-design centers that are
developing versions of frequently used methods
such as particle-in-cell, adaptive mesh refinement,
and graph algorithms. Related activities include
training on new computing methodologies and
software engineering.
October 2017
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Software Technology
To achieve the full potential of exascale computing, an expanded and vertically integrated software
stack must be developed that includes advanced
math libraries, a programming environment, tools,
and extreme-scale system management. The scope
of the software technology effort spans low-level operational software to high-level applications software
development environments, including the software
infrastructure to support large data management
and data science for the DOE SC and NNSA computational science and national security activities
at the exascale level. Software technology will also
help develop required software for novel architecture HPC ecosystems as well as address portability
issues across all HPC ecosystems, focusing on the
2021 and 2023 DOE exascale system acquisitions.
An ambitious goal of this activity is to partner with
vendors and software developers to create an HPC
software stack that supports applications on systems
from midscale HPC to exascale.
Hardware Technology
The hardware technology focus area supports vendorbased node and system design R&D activities,
called PathForward, required to develop exascale
systems with at least two diverse architectures in
support of DOE exascale system acquisitions in
2021 and 2023, and addressing the challenges of
massive parallelism, memory and storage, reliability, and energy consumption. This focus area also
applies laboratory architectural analysis capabilities
and abstract machine models to PathForward designs to support ECP co-design interactions.
Exascale Systems
The exascale systems focus area supports advanced
system engineering development by vendors needed
to produce capable exascale systems. The focus area
also includes acquisition and support of testbeds
for the application, software, and hardware activities, and will provide exascale requirements for
planned procurements by the DOE supercomputing facilities. Computer procurements will be executed by the laboratories hosting the systems, including any site preparations needed.
A Holistic Solution
A fundamental approach of the ECP is to emphasize co-design and integration of activities to ensure that the result is a robust exascale ecosystem.
Accordingly, the ECP combines application, software, and hardware development into a holistic
www.computer.org/computingedge
www.computer.org/cise

solution that uses a co-design process across all
areas, an approach that’s necessary for these activities to result in a coherent exascale ecosystem.
Co-design refers to a system-level design process
in which scientific and mission problem requirements influence architecture design and hardware
technology, and architectural characteristics inform the formulation and design of applications,
algorithms, and system software. The co-design
methodology requires the combined expertise of
vendors, hardware architects, software stack developers, domain scientists, computer scientists,
applied mathematicians, and systems staff working together to make informed decisions about
the design of applications, algorithms, and the
underlying system software and hardware.
Because both hardware and ECP application
software require many years between concept, design, and production, co-design must be executed
early in the ECP in partnership with users, vendors, and developers of applications, system software, tools, and other technology researchers. The
software and hardware requirements identified by
the application development teams have a particularly important role in the co-design process of
the ECP.
Why We Need Exascale Computing
Every time computing power increases by large factors, new benefits open before us. The benefits of
exascale computing—which range from creating
novel, more efficient combustion engines and new
energy solutions to advances in healthcare, biology,
and storm prediction—could potentially impact
every person reading this article.
National Security Needs
HPC-based modeling and simulation tools already
play a role in the NNSA’s annual assessment process and help provide stewardship certification and
assessment of stockpile safety, security, and reliability. The importance and role of HPC in stockpile
stewardship will intensify in the coming decade
as enhanced computing capabilities provide more
confident results.
Advances in Materials Science
To create certain new technologies and inventions,
we need to discover new materials with specific
properties. One crucial way to make these discoveries is by complex calculations that simulate
how materials behave in nature by using massive databases of known compounds to identify
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combinations that have the desired properties.
For example, much more efficient, less expensive,
and longer-lived batteries will be developed
through discovery of new materials. Batteries are
very important, not only for portable consumer
electronics and electric automobiles, but to store
energy from variable energy sources, such as wind
and solar, to use when they’re needed. Deep learning techniques and classical simulation are in use
today in this field, and exascale computing will
enable faster and more complex designs.
New Energy Solutions
Solar energy will also be made more cost-effective
through the discovery of materials that convert
the sun’s rays to electricity more efficiently. Wind
turbines can be made more efficient and quieter
through computer-based design of their blades, and
simulations can optimize the locations of individual
wind turbines in wind farms to yield substantially
more energy from the same number of turbines.
Another challenge in the use of alternative energy
sources is managing the electric power grid, such
as when the wind dies down in one area of a wind
farm, for example. The electric power grid is complex, and adjustments such as firing up a fossil fuel
generator have to be made quickly to avert problems; it isn’t possible to predict accurately such
events far ahead of time. Computationally intensive optimization methods can provide the needed
guidance, but to get the results in time to be useful
requires fast computers.
More than 85 percent of the world’s energy is
generated by burning fossil fuels, but we can minimize pollution and optimize efficiency by understanding and controlling the chemical process of
combustion. Through exascale computing, we expect it will be possible to increase the efficiency of
combustion systems in engines and gas turbines for
transportation and power generation by potentially
25 to 50 percent, and to thereby lower emissions.
Advances in Healthcare
Exascale computing will accelerate cancer research
by helping scientists understand the molecular basis of key protein interactions and by automating
the analysis of information from millions of cancer patient records to determine optimal treatment
strategies. It will also enable doctors to predict the
right treatments for the patient by modeling drug
responses. These tasks are daunting: for example,
drug combination response prediction might require the search of 1 trillion drug combinations.
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Exascale computing applications in biology
might enable the prediction of feasible parameter values for dynamic models of metabolism that
would enable scientists to design organisms that
would perform a variety of tasks. These models
might also contribute to the development of treatments for emerging types of infections.
Predicting Severe Weather
Weather prediction models will be able to predict
more accurately and quickly the timing and path of
severe weather events such as hurricanes by using
much higher spatial resolution, incorporating more
physics, and assimilating more observational data.
Timely delivery of the predictions is essential to
provide sufficient time for evacuations and protective measures.
Improving Quality of Life
The use of exascale computing in urban science promises to mitigate health hazards, reduce crime, and
improve the quality of life in cities by optimizing infrastructure (such as transportation, energy, housing,
and healthcare) access and usage choices. Such optimization requires gathering and analysis of numerous
types of data from databases, sensors, and simulation
results and conducting thousands of potential scenarios. The resulting analyses will be useful for planning
new cities or neighborhoods as well as restructuring
the infrastructure in existing large urban areas.
Fundamental Science
Cosmology, high-energy physics, astrophysics, and
theoretical chemistry are among the sciences that
seek to understand the evolution of the universe,
the laws that govern the creation and behavior of
matter. All of them rely heavily or even completely
on computer modeling and simulation to conduct
their research. Although such studies aren’t explicitly aimed at results that immediately benefit society, historically they have a track record of making
discoveries that have major impacts in everyday
life. An obvious example is the World Wide Web,
which was invented to support certain aspects of
particle physics research.
Improved Product Design and Manufacturing
Computer modeling has long been used in the design of products ranging from airplanes to diapers.
With exascale computing capabilities, it will be
possible to optimize design of such products even
further as well as to exploit new technologies such
as additive manufacturing with metals.
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he ECP has a broad scope with a correspondingly broad spectrum of goals:
develop applications that will tackle a broad
spectrum of mission-critical problems of
unprecedented complexity with unprecedented
performance;
contribute to the economic competitiveness of
the nation;
support national security;
develop a software stack, in collaboration with
vendors, that is exascale-capable and is usable
on smaller systems by industry and academia;
partner with vendors to develop computer architectures that support exascale applications;
and
train a large cadre of computational scientists, engineers, and computer scientists who will be an
asset to the nation long after the end of the ECP.

There are additional important applications
that exascale computing will advance but will require even more computing power to accomplish,
such as reverse engineering the human brain to
understand complex neural systems; new methods
to integrate large-scale data; and information and
simulation dynamics.
Exascale computing will potentially benefit society in myriad ways, only some of which are mentioned

in this article. Novel discoveries, new materials, and
solutions to problems that impact everyday life will
be possible through new capabilities of exascale computing systems. In addition to benefits to society, key
technological advances also hold the promise of maintaining economic security.
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Careers in Computer and
Internet Security

F

or this ComputingEdge issue, we asked
Kate Netkachova and Robin Bloomfield
about career opportunities in computer
and Internet security. Netkachova is a product
manager for security and dependability vendor
Adelard and is also a researcher at City, University of London. Bloomfield is Adelard’s founding
partner and a professor of system and software
dependability at the Centre for Software Reliability at City, University of London. Netkachova and Bloomfield, who responded jointly to
our interview questions, coauthored the article
“Security-Informed Safety” from Computer’s
June 2016 issue.
ComputingEdge: What computer and Internet
security careers will see the most growth in the
next several years?
Netkachova and Bloomfield: We work in the area
of critical engineered systems. In our field there is
a growing realization that cybersecurity is closely
connected to and can have a great impact on other
vital system properties such as safety, reliability,
dependability, and resilience. In the next several
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years, we will see increased demand for security
engineers in areas such as transport, healthcare,
power grids, critical infrastructures, smart cities,
and nuclear power.
ComputingEdge: What would you tell college
students to give them an advantage over the
competition?
Netkachova and Bloomfield: Our main advice
would be not to think of security as just a technical
issue. Security isn’t all about encryption, firewall
configuration, and other technical matters. You
should always think more broadly and combine
technical depth with a sociotechnical view, analyzing human aspects within the system, interdependencies, security culture, and current practices.
Getting a computer science degree, keeping current on the best practices and standards, reading
research papers on system engineering as well as
IEEE Security & Privacy would help you develop
this broader outlook. Seeing the big picture and
understanding how technical knowledge fits in
the wider context would provide a clear competitive advantage.
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ComputingEdge: What should applicants keep in
mind when applying for jobs related to computer
and Internet security?
Netkachova and Bloomfield: The nature of security jobs varies significantly. When applying for a
job, you should always consider the security environment and think about its impact. Some places
require security classifications. You might not be
allowed to talk about your job or share your experiences with others, which can make you feel lonely.
This can affect your life choices and your ability to
travel, and reduce your flexibility in changing jobs.
ComputingEdge: What are some critical mistakes
young graduates should avoid when starting their
careers?
Netkachova and Bloomfield: Young graduates should avoid assuming they’re too inexperienced to challenge a company’s status quo. They
shouldn’t hesitate to use their knowledge in practice, be security-minded themselves, and gently
challenge others’ insecure behaviors.

ComputingEdge: Please share something that
could benefit those starting out in their careers.
Netkachova and Bloomfield: Security jobs can
be very challenging, requiring a wealth of knowledge, skills, and ability to make decisions under
risky and uncertain circumstances. When starting
out in your security career, your responsibilities
might make you feel anxious and overwhelmed.
However, security is a shared responsibility, and
the company will always provide the support and
help you need to succeed. Therefore, security can
be a very rewarding job in a strongly supportive environment in which you can increase your
knowledge and skills quickly.

C

omputingEdge’s Lori Cameron interviewed
Netkachova and Bloomfield for this article. Contact her at l.cameron@computer
.org if you would like to contribute to a future
ComputingEdge article on computing careers. Contact Netkachova at kateryna.netkachova.2@city
.ac.uk and Bloomfield at r.e.bloomfield@city.ac.uk.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

got
flaws?

The Department of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) at the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR)
invites applications for a Tenure-track Faculty position starting July 1, 2018. The
Department seeks highly qualified candidates in games, hardware, or in areas that
extend or complement the Department’s existing strengths or fulfill Department
needs. The position is at the Assistant or Associate Professor level. The new hire
will work with existing faculty to strengthen research, attract research funding,
teach courses, and enhance our graduate and undergraduate programs.
Applicants for this position must have a Ph.D. in Computer Science, Computer
Engineering, or closely related field and must be strongly committed to excellence
in research and teaching. Applicants at the Associate Professor level must have a
strong record of external funding while applicants at the Assistant Professor level
should demonstrate potential for developing robust externally funded programs.
The rapidly expanding and dynamic Department of Computer Science and Engineering has added nine positions over the last five years and expects to add
more. Several faculty have NSF CAREER awards and play lead roles in multiple
state-wide and national multi-million dollar NSF awards. In addition to federal
support from DoD, DHS, DoE, and NASA, companies like Google, Microsoft, Ford,
AT&T, Nokia, and Honda support our research.
In the last five years, the College of Engineering has witnessed unprecedented
growth in student enrollment and number of faculty positions. The College is positioned to further enhance its growth of its students, faculty, staff, facilities as well
as its research productivity and its graduate and undergraduate programs.

Find out more
and get involved:
cybersecurity.ieee.org

Thanks to this substantial growth in both student enrollment and tenure-track faculty positions, the College of Engineering has received funding to build a new
engineering building, scheduled to be completed in 2020. The new engineering
building provides both additional space critically needed by the College and the
modern facilities capable of supporting advanced research and laboratory space.
This building will allow the College to pursue its strategic vision, serve Nevada
and the nation, and educate future generations of engineering professionals.
The University of Nevada, Reno recognizes that diversity promotes excellence in
education and research. We are an inclusive and engaged community and recognize the added value that students, faculty, and staff from different backgrounds
bring to the educational experience.
Interested candidates must apply online to www.unrsearch.com/postings/25237
Application process includes: a detailed letter of application, curriculum vitae,
statement of teaching philosophy, state of research and plans, and contact information for three professional references.
Review of applications will begin on November 1, 2017 and continue until the
search closes on December 31, 2017. Inquiries should be directed to Ms. Lisa
Cody, lacody@unr.edu.
EEO/AA Women and under-represented groups, individuals with disabilities, and
veterans are encouraged to apply.
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PREPARE
TO CONNECT

The IEEE Computer Society is launching INTERFACE, a new communication
tool to help members engage, collaborate and stay current on CS activities.
Use INTERFACE to learn about member accomplishments and find out how
your peers are changing the world with technology.
We’re putting our professional section and student branch chapters in
the spotlight, sharing their recent activities and giving leaders a window
into how chapters around the globe meet member expectations. Plus,
INTERFACE will keep you informed on CS activities so you never miss a
meeting, career development opportunity or important industry update.
Launching this spring. Watch your email for its debut.
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